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The entire AEROVECTRA Company would like to welcome you to our company and our philosophy!

The  company  was  founded  in  1997  in  Chelyabinsk.  Nowadays  we  have  three  large  offices  in  Chelyabinsk,  Tyumen  and  Moscow.  In
Chelyabinsk  and  Tyumen  we  are  famous  as  the  Region's  leading  provider  of  International  Education.  In  August  2018  we  opened  the
AEROVECTRA  office  in  Ukraine,  Kyiv.

Our  company's  mission  is  to  offer  our  customers  VIP  services  by  putting  emphasis  on  quality,  individuality  and  confidentiality.  By  working  on
a  tight  personal  basis  with  our  partners  and  customers,  we  look  to  attain  this  goal  for  the  contentment  of  all  parties  concerned.

Since  1998  Aerovectra  has  been  a  regular  participant  of  International  Educational  Workshops  and  has  been  participating  in  working  meetings
with  educational  providers  twice  a  year  in  different  countries  (ICEF  Berlin  Workshop,  ARELS,  English  UK,  ALPHA).

AEROVECTRA offers  a  wide  range of  quality  education  abroad:  language programs,  secondary  /  high  school  programmes,  university  placement
programs,  undergraduate  and  graduate  degree  programs,  language  +  work  experience  programs,  etc.

The  company  is  the  official  representative  of  many  Educational  Organizations  from Great  Britain,  Ireland,  France,  Switzerland,  Spain,  Malta,
USA,  Australia,  Canada  and  New Zealand.  Among  our  partners  are  the  most  prominent  Educational  Organizations  and  providers.  

In  our  marketing  and  recruiting  strategy,  we  use  different  methods.  The  main  features  of  our  promotional  strategy  are  seminars-
presentations,  conducted  by  our  staff  or  different  schools  and  universities  representatives;  school  talks,  and  exhibitions.

Aerovectra  was  a  pioneer  having  successfully  organized  the  First  International  Exhibition  “Education  abroad”  in  South  Ural  region  in  2004.
Since  that  time  the  Exhibition  is  hold  annually.  Every  year  representatives  of  language  schools,  boarding  schools,  colleges  and  universities
visit  Chelyabinsk  and  Tyumen  in  order  to  participate  in  our  exhibitions.  These  events  have  already  gained  popularity  among  the  citizens  of
Chelyabinsk  and  Tyumen  as  well  as  of  the  nearest  regional  towns  of  the  named  cities.  There  are  usually  about  1000  visitors  who  are  happy
to  take  an  opportunity  to  receive  the  information  from the  first  hand.  

Educational  fairs  2019-2020:

https://aerovectra.ru/eng


Date       Location Event
November 9, 2019 Tyumen Day of International Education

AbroadNovember 10, 2019 Chelyabinsk

Date       Location Event
February 8, 2019 Chelyabinsk XVII Annual International Exhibition

“Education Abroad”February 9, 2019 Tyumen

Read more  about  the  fairs...      

           

         

A  video  from one  of  our  previous  fairs:

For  the  last  years  AEROVECTRA  has  sent  more  than  1  000  students  to  study  abroad.  Today  we  are  proud  that  our  students  study  in  a  wide
range  of  prestigious  universities  and  colleges  around  the  world.

Staff:  AEROVECTRA  has  the  highly  qualified  managing  staff  that  has  gained  a  lot  of  experience  working  with  the  leading  Educational

http://aerovectra.ru/educational-fairs-2016-2017


Institutions  and  providers.  Among  its  staff  are  also  former  University  lecturers  who  are  well  acquainted  with  foreign  educational  system.
During  one  year  the  company  was  receiving  consulting  assistance  from Dr.  Odo  Turowski  (Germany),  former  director  of  the  Enterprise
Support  Centre,  Chelyabinsk,  operated  by  a  well-known  management  consultant  firm AT  Kearney  (USA).  The  professionals  have  extensive
knowledge  of  our  different  programmes  and  directions  and  constantly  improve  their  qualification  levels.  They  take  participate  in  annual
workshops  and  theme exhibitions.

Locations:
Chelyabinsk

is  one  of  the  main  cities  of  the  South  Ural  Region  with  the  population  of  about  1,5  million  people.  The  South  Ural  Region  itself  is  one  of  the
largest  and  richest  industrial  regions  of  Russia.  It  is  well-known for  talented,  intelligent,  creative  and  highly  motivated  students  who  strive  for
new knowledge  and  getting  great  education  abroad.

Contacts
+7 (351)  242-03-90;
info@aerovectra.ru
58-а,  Sverdlovsky  prospect
Tyumen

is  one  of  the  most  important  business  centers  of  Russia,  an  important  transportation  hub  and  industrial  center  of  its  region.  It  is  the  home to
many  companies  active  in  Russia's  oil  and  gas  industry.  Our  Fair  in  Tyumen attracts  students  not  only  from this  region  but  also  from Khanty-
Mansi  Autonomous  Area/Okrug,  Yamal-Nenets  Autonomous  Area/Okrug

Contacts
+7 (3452)  521-507;
+7  (982)  921-17-07
tmn@aerovectra.ru
142  Respubliki  str.,
office  242
Moscow

is  the  capital  of  Russia!  We  opened  the  office  here  in  2011.  Despite  the  huge  compitition  in  this  city  there  is  still  a  high  potential  in  the  field
of  hiring  students  to  study  abroad.  Our  office  is  situated  just  in  the  very  center  of  Moscow!   

https://aerovectra.ru/tel:+7 (351) 265-90-38
mailto:info@aerovectra.ru
https://aerovectra.ru/tel:+7 (3452) 521-507
https://aerovectra.ru/tel:+7 (982) 921-17-07
mailto:tmn@aerovectra.ru


Contacts
+7 (495)  933  12  36;
+7  (965)  308-37-75
smirnov@aerovectra.ru
9  building  7  Tverskaya  str.,
office  401  
 
Kyiv

capital  of  Ukraine  with  the  population  of  about  3  million  people.  Not  only  is  it  the  capital  city  but  it  is  the  largest  city  by  population.  It  is
well-known  for  talented,  intelligent,  creative  and  highly  motivated  students  who  strive  for  new  knowledge  and  getting  great  education
abroad.

Contacts
+38  067  346  7092;
kiev@aerovectra.ru
30  /  32  Zhiyanskaya  str.,  Kyiv  Ukraine
 
Our  philosophy  is  to  strive  for  excellence  in  our  customer  services!
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